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Discover the deliciously 

noticeable difference that 

gentle processing, no added 

citric acid, and only the best 

all-natural tomatoes can 

make. Click for a free sample 

or call 888-ESCALON.

http://www.escalon.net/sample
http://www.escalon.net/files/pdfs/100R_coupon_Jan2015.pdf
www.escalon.net
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Ethnic-Inspired Pizzas Transform Menus
with New Ingredients and Flavors

Pizzas topped with classic toppings 

are here to stay, but now they’re 

sharing menu space with unique 

cultural mashups featuring 

ingredients that go far beyond 

Italian. A major pizza chain’s menu 

update last fall confirmed the trend 

had gone mainstream with the 

introduction of a sweet Sriracha 

pizza. Featuring honey-Sriracha sauce, and exotic ingredients such as Peruvian cherry peppers, it’s proof that 

consumers are continuing to view food as a form of vicarious adventure as much as sustenance. It’s also 

proof that Asian is an important trend to watch. According to Technomic, it’s one of the top ten food trends 

of 2015, and it’s one of the most diverse as cues from Korea and Vietnam are showing up on menus from 

coast to coast. Thai, Cajun, Latin, and barbecue flavors are just a few of the other pizza flavors that are 

trending, and because consumers like to try new flavors in a familiar form, serving up these ethnic twists on 

pizza is an easy way to appeal to their taste for the exciting and different.
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Six Ways to Use Social Media to Drive Traffic

To convert happy customers into return visits, an increasing 
number of operators are turning to social media. With Millennials, 
in particular, highly involved in sharing their dining experiences 
and opinions online, it’s essential to engage them in this space by 
providing relevant content and positive experiences. Here are just 
a few social strategies that are paying off for food operators.

1. Create time-sensitive contests and promotions to build 
excitement and encourage interaction. An example is a coupon 
or free appetizer to the first 10 people to like a post, answer a 
question, or upload an image of their favorite menu item.

2. Share photos and videos of your restaurant and food via Instagram and other sites to provide a taste of 
your brand and what’s new and delicious.

3. Post at an optimum time of day, such as before meals.

4. Include popular search information on your social media profiles including menu descriptions, photos of 
your menu, and reviews (both positive and negative). A large percent of people turn to social media when 
trying to learn more about a restaurant.

5. Use tools like Tweet Deck to help you monitor and manage a variety of different social media platforms 
all at once.

6. Get your restaurant listed on food review sites such as Yelp and Urbanspoon. Consumers will review your 
restaurant whether you’re on those sites or not, so be proactive in portraying it.
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Harvest Season

With the busy California harvest season in full swing, the 2015 tomato crop is expected to be another record 

setter. Harvesting began in early July, and 14.3 million tons of tomatoes are estimated to come from the 

295,000 acres of land. In the northern growing region, this spring’s cooler temperatures are producing an 

above-average crop yield. However, both north and south regions have continued to be challenged with the 

water shortage. The southern region specifically is dealing with a slightly smaller harvest than usual, but 

drier growing conditions have increased tomato solids in these crops. Curly Top Virus, a blight transmitted 

by the beet leafhopper, was anticipated to affect the southern tomato harvest, but preventative measures have 

kept the infection rate substantially smaller than in 2013.

After months of negotiation, the California Tomato Growers Association (CTGA) finally came to an agree-

ment on tomato pricing with growers and processors for the 2015 pack season. Conventional tomato pricing 

settled at $80 per ton, down $3/ton from last year’s record setting $83/ton. 
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Grower Armand Fonseca, Jr. Shares a 
Glimpse of What Goes into Producing 

a Better Tomato Crop

On 2,000 acres in the fertile Sacramento San Joaquin River Delta, grower Armand 

“Buddy” Fonesca, Jr. carries on a more than 20-year tradition of growing tomatoes for 

Escalon. As he discusses the things that go into caring for and harvesting his tomatoes, 

he makes it clear that Escalon’s passion for quality is matched only by his own.

“We started growing tomatoes for Escalon in the mid 1990s after we met the Escalon field 

representative,” says Fonseca. “We liked that Escalon has very high quality standards for 

the products they pack, and we take pride in going above and beyond to ensure a great 

crop. Mother Nature is never as cooperative as we would like, so it is difficult to grow a 

high-quality crop with high yields. That’s why we do a variety of things to ensure the best 

growing conditions throughout the season. We conduct soil sampling before planting to 

check pH and fertility levels. We sample the plants several times as they grow to monitor 

nutrient levels. And at the end of the season, we incorporate all crop residues back into the 

land for soil health. We even have a professional agronomist and licensed pest control advisor.”

When asked why he chooses to sell so much of his tomato acreage (nearly 65%) to Escalon, Fonesca replies, “Over time, myself and my 

team and the people we work with at Escalon have become like a large family. We have a common respect for each other and continually 

support each other’s efforts to be better. We know it has to take all of us to make sure the final customer gets a great tomato.”
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Da’ Greek Pizza

A classic Greek-style pizza featuring the 

savory notes of feta cheese and mozzarella 

with the sweet kick of pepperoncini, fresh 

spinach, onion, and tomatoes.

Directions:

Spread oil across dough. Add a layer of 

mozzarella. Mix spinach with oil. Spread 

mixture evenly across pizza. Add salt and 

pepper to taste. Next add tomatoes, 

pepperoncini and onions. Add a layer of feta 

cheese. Bake on a flat metal pan at 425°F for 

15 to 18 minutes or until crust and cheese are 

golden brown.

Yield: one 12" pizza

Ingredients:

• 1 pizza dough ball, stretched to 12" diameter

• ½ oz. olive oil

• 4 oz. mozzarella cheese

• 4 oz. baby spinach, chopped

• 1 oz. canola or vegetable oil

• Pinch of salt and pepper

• 3 oz. Bella Rossa® diced tomatoes (#78002614)

• 1 oz. pepperoncini, chopped

• 1 oz. red onion, chopped

• 4 oz. feta cheese
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